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Neodent S.A, for 30 years now, researches, develops, manufactures and distributes 
complete dental treatment units based on two basic principles: top quality of raw 
material and modern design.

Committed to maintaining the highest standards of safety and to strictly comply 
with the guidelines and regulations that govern the electro medical devices, 
Neodent S.A is today one the most fast growing manufacturing companies of 
Europe.

Our vision from the very first day is to deliver products and services that we are 
proud of. 

This is why we are the best choice for the Dentist.

The Research and Development 
Department evaluates the needs 
of customers in order to develop a 
functional product. We take into account 
the standards of today but also we 
consider the future trends.

The Quality Assurance Team 
handles the quality checks on products 
created by the company. Our engineers 
have an intimate knowledge of the 
requirements and specifications of 
each particular project. This allows team 
members to ensure the products meet 
those standards so the company puts 
out quality products.

The Export Department plays a key role in the company; Exports have made an important contribution to 
our business growth—increasing two-fold our turnover the past decade.

The Production Department 
through traditional machines such as 
vertical millers, centre lathes, shaping 
machines in combination with computer 
control machines (CNCs) operated by 
trained engineers,  guarantees ultimate 
precision in manufacturing each com-
ponent as an exact match.

The After-sales Department 
provides advice and services to 
customers based on our 30-year old 
experience; the well trained people 
ensure that this department delivers a 
high level of customer satisfaction.

The Assembling Department 
applies an innovative traceability system 
that allows us to track and trace each 
component that comprises the product 
– from suppliers and manufacturers 
through assembly and final delivery to 
customers.

Our Spare Part Warehouse, well-
organized and managed with the right 
amount of inventory in the right place at 
all times  assures overnight – if not same 
day – delivery. 
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Triton Plus+
So much more than an ordinary dental chair.

6+1 reasons 
to get yours 
today 

Triton Plus+ is the latest creation of Neodent S.A. Based on the valuable 
experience of the cooperating group of dentists and inspired by the new 
design trends that require minimalist lines this complete dental treatment 
unit, has the following main features:

Top quality raw materials, exclusively 
of European origin
All materials used in the construction of the Triton 
Plus+, come from the most reliable suppliers worldwide. 
The metal frame is entirely made of high quality cast alumi-
num combined with galvanized iron, while the drive motors of 
the seat and the backrest come from the German HANNING EL-
EKTRO-WERKE GmbH & Co. KG. The external housing is made of 
unique resilience polyurethane & ABS with antibacterial and UV coat-
ing, while the patient’s seat is upholstered with italian, synthetic leather, 
intended exclusively for medical use.

1.

Robust and compact construction 
Particular emphasis was given when designing the main body of the unit; we wanted to have 
the most robust and solid chair of the market able to lift weight up to 200 kg and an ultra 
stable cuspidor; and we made it.

2.

Aesthetically perfect design
In perfect harmony with the new design trends that dictate minimalist lines, the new Tri-
ton Plus+ goes one step further than the earlier pantographic system, introducing vertical 
movement on the fi xed cuspidor (“elevator” type).

3.
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Integrated 2liter container for distilled 
water in the tubing of the delivery unit.

Triton Plus+
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Ergonomics for the operator
For a relaxing and comfortable work, special care has been given to the symmetrically up-
right position of the operator. The su¤cient length of the tubes (hoses), the wide horizontal 
and vertical movement of the delivery unit and the assistant panel placed on the left side 
of the unit ensure that the dentist will execute every treatment by making only small move-
ments with the arms as the working field is correctly placed.

4.

Comfort for the Patient
Triton Plus+ is equipped with a rotating spittoon bowl that comes in front of the patient. 

During the use of the bowl, there is an automated stop of the dental chair to avoid the 
risk of accidental movement. The headrest can be adjusted mechanically in 2 axes 

and placed to the desired position. The delivery unit can be fixed to the correct 
height without the risk of slipping away, as the integrated break ensures firm 

positioning.

6.

Hygiene- protection for patients and personnel
After treatment of each patient and at the completion of daily work activities the dental unit 
surfaces can be easily and quickly cleaned using an appropriate cleaning agent and disin-
fected with a suitable chemical germicide.
Inside the main body of the cuspidor, there is a 2 liter container for the use of clean, dis-
tilled water through the lines and handpieces.

5.

The key point to your decision 
Equipment installation and after sales service is carried 
out by our knowledgeable engineers who are con-
stantly trained to meet manufacturer’s high standards.
From surgery planning to final installation, Neodent’s 

professionals are always here to make sure that 
your dream for a functional practice becomes 

true. All our partners share the idea that af-
ter-sales service keeps customers coming 
back and encourages them to refer their busi-
ness to others.
Neodent S.A also highlights the importance of 
having in stock adequate spare parts for im-

mediate delivery; We are proud to be the only 
manufacturer that can and will serve any spare 

parts’ order overnight, if not the very same day. This 
way you can feel sure to have “the right part – for the 
right price – at the right time”

+1
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The e¤  cacy of Triton has been repeatedly tested and approved 
by the dentists in real conditions: Simple in construction, with top 
quality raw materials, the Triton package eliminates the risk of dis-
ruption of the dental practice.

The main di¦ erence with the Plus+ version is the elevating system: 
The chair of the Triton moves along with the spittoon on a panto-
graphic system of arms. 
The spittoon bowl is made of thick glass and can be easily removed 
and washed or thermodisinfected.

Triton
Timeless value in dental treatment
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The patient’s chair
Τhe seat covering materials are extremely durable, seamless, easy to dis-
infect and clean. Changing the upholstery is a task that can be done very 
quickly for each part individually (headrest, backrest, and seat) locally in the 
dental o�  ce, without the need for taking the chair to a service center. 

The seat has two independent electric motors, totally quiet and smooth 
on the move.

Lifting weight up to 200 kg.

The chair is equipped with an auto-stop in case an object inserts during its 
descent (i.e. the footswitch) that eliminates the risk of accidents.

The headrest can be adjusted in 2 axes (up-down, back-forth) but also it is 
180o rotatable to be used for patients in wheelchairs.

A steady handle on the left side of the chair is included in the standard con-
fi guration, while you can choose to have a right-sided removable handle 
as an option.

The delivery unit
With fi ve -5- freely confi gurable outlets, the delivery unit comes into 3 types: 
hanging cords- E type, whip arm system – L type and mobile cart – M type.

The delivery unit can move to all directions and the height can be adjusted 
either through a manual brake or through a pneumatic air brake (optional).

The instrument hoses are su�  ciently long to provide extreme comfort dur-
ing work , with smooth silicon surfaces for complete cleaning and correct 
disinfection.

The whip arm system is equipped with an extra tray underneath the main 
delivery unit. 

The main touchpad controls the following functions: 
• Movements of the chair (up-down, back and forth) 
• Programming and storing memories for specifi c working po-

sitions 
• Last treatment position
• Rinsing the spittoon bowl
• Filling the water cup
• Clockwise/Anti-clockwise rpm in the micromotor

Each delivery unit is equipped with an autoclavable (134οC), silicon cover.

To adjust digitally the speed of the micromotor, the new DUOPAD o¦ ers 
the possibility to regulate the rpm from 2.000 to 40.000 in a scale of 1.000 
rpm/per button press.

Τriton Plus+ and Τriton in their details

The assistant’s panel
Each Triton Plus+ or Triton comes with an assistant’s panel on the left side 
of the patient’s chair. Onto this panel, there are the suction tubes (of two 
di¦ erent diameters – one large and one smaller) and an hydraulic saliva 
ejector or optionally a water-air syringe for the assistant.

There is also the touchpad to control all the functions of the unit.

The delivery unit is available in 3 versions: 
• Hanging cords or International (E type) 
• Whip arm system or Continental (L type) 
• Cart or Mobile version (M type)

E Type L Type M Type
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The dental light TritonLux
Tritonlux dental LED light is provided with an advanced electronic device 
that manages the regulation from maximum to minimum, in order to assure 
a constant colour temperature (equal to 5.000 K) at every level of bright-
ness (from 3.000 to 35.000 lux).

Thanks to its exclusive optical project with reflected light, and through 
the 258 small reflecting facets included in each of the two parables, Maia 
dental light avoids the direct vision of the 2 LEDs, creating a 170x85mm 
spotlight area absolutely uniform. 

The accurate definition of the spotlight removes the glare, protecting the 
patients’ eyes.

Dental Imaging Systems
Sometimes it is di¤cult for patients to fully understand the condition of their teeth in the same way the dentist 
does. Dental Imaging systems allow patients to be more interactive in the exam process, which provides 
patients with a greater sense of understanding and responsibility about personal dental health.

The Triton Plus+ and Triton units can be equipped with all the new means of visual inspection (such as 
intra-oral cameras, microscopes, monitors for digital x-ray displays etc) that will truly set apart the dental 
practice from the nonusers giving extra prestige and a better level of understanding of the intraoral status. Monitor

In white color, same as the rest of the dental unit, this light-
weight and easily positioned and repositioned, stylish 20-
inch flat, LED TV monitor, comes with an integrated tuner, 
o¦ering many possibilities to the operator.

Technical Features: 
• 20” LED TV, Wide, HD Ready, slim design, 100Hz
• Display resolution: 1600x900
• Brightness: 300cd/m2
• Contrast 1200:1 (Dynamic 100000:1)
• Viewing angle (hor/ver): 170/160 degrees
• Response time 8ms
• PVR Ready via the USB port
• Digital terrestrial TV reception
• Image enhancement technologies: Comb filter, Dig-

ital noise reduction, Progressive scan, CTI/LTI
• Channel storage memory: 1000 presets (900 digi-

tal/100 analogue) Connectivity: HDMI, SCART, USB 
(photos/music/movies), AV-in, Audio out, VGA 15pin 
D-sub, Common Interface, Digital audio out, Ear-
phones, RF-in

• USB port with media player functionality (movies/
music/photos)

• Included: Instructions manual, remote control, bat-
teries, warranty card

• Energy rating Α
• VESA 75x75
• Dimensions: 47,3x3,4x29,4 (without stand)

Amalgam Separation
If you wish you have a chair-side installation for your 
amalgam separator, the TRITON Plus+ has developed 
special room for the integration of your device in order 
to have everything inside the main body of the unit.
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The SWIFT Cart
This 3-Shelf Cart is an ultra-tough, no maintanance cart that withstands 
heavy-use dental and medical applications. For dentists, hygienists and 
sta¦ , it’s not only critical to have the right instruments for any treatment but 
to have them handy so you can reach them when you need them. The 
deluxe Swift Cart is equipped with quiet running wheels that let the cart 
move easily from job to job. Apart from holding a range of tools in its 3.580 
cm2 of storage in an organized, neat way, Swift cart can be used to place 
your laptop or netbook giving you ultimate workspace and extreme com-
fort. With a great variety of beautiful, vivid colors, Swift Cart will become your 
daily need.

Technical Features 
Total height  75 cm
Number of Shelves  Three (3)
Top Shelf dimensions  43 x 32 cm
Medium and Bottom shelf dimensions 31 x 32 cm
Distance from a shelf to the other  23 cm
(interspaced height)
Power supply 230 V+/- 10%
 3-positioned power strip 
Shelves removable, plexi-glass, 
 double-sided sandblasted
Wheels  4 rubber coated wheels

Dentist’s Stool

With an ultra stable, 5-star chrome base with casters for easy maneuverabil-
ity, this stool is the perfect companion for the dentist.

The height of the backrest is adjustable whether the user wants to support 
the lower or the upper back.

The seamless upholstery is extra durable and matches identically with the 
chair’s colors. 
The dentist stool is available in 2 versions: SHORT, ΜΕDIUM.

Size Minimum Height* Maximum Height*
SHORT 47 cm 69 cm
ΜΕDIUM 56 cm 76 cm

* Distance of the seat surface to the fl oor in cm.

Dental Compressor D01-2
Specially designed to cover the practice’s needs for compressed air. 

Quiet, Oil-free, for medical use.

Ultra powerful 2HP- 1500W.

This heavy duty motor improves productivity, system e¤  ciency, and  pro-
cess quality.

The 24-liter air tank ensures a continuous workfl ow and correct storage of 
the produced air. The special anti-corrosive coating makes the D01-2 com-
pressor even more durable.

Technical Features 
Voltage 230 V / 55 Hz
Power 1500 W = 2HP
Speed ≥1400 r/min
Air Delivery ≥8.7 m³/h @0.8MPa
 ≥16.8 m³/h @0MPa
Working Pressure 0.7 MPa
Max Working Pressure 0.9 MPa
Restart Working Pressure 0 MPa
Level of Noise  ≤79 dB(A)
Dimensions 305x160x288mm
Net Weight ≤17.5 Kg

Housing without ventilation. Housing with integrated ventilator.
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Housing with integrated ventilator.



www.neodent.euHEADQUARTERS - Factory
10th klm Old National Road Thessaloniki-Kilkis

P.O Box 142, Post Code 570 08, THESSALONIKI
T: + 30 2310 780692, +30 2310 780792

F: + 30 2310 783692
info@neodent.eu 
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